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Tiidenberg and van der Nagel have crafted an
engaging yet sophisticated introduction to the
complexities of contemporary sexualities and
social media. This book explores key theoretical
concepts by means of concrete examples,
foregrounding media users’ own accounts of
their explorations of digital intimacy and sexual
self-expression. It is lively and easy to read
without oversimplifying the complexity of
platform policies, local regulatory systems, and
the ways sex and gender politics play out among
social media users. This book will be invaluable
for researchers, students and practitioners in the
fields of sexuality and gender studies, health
promotion and education, media studies and
internet studies.

Kath Albery, Professor of Media and Communication,
Swinburne University of Technology, Australia

This is a wonderful book clearly outlining the
ways that sex and social media increasingly
intersect. It is both incisive and highly accessible
and will be invaluable for scholars, students and
all those with an interest in sex, society and
media.

Feona Attwood, Editor, Porn Studies, Sexualities, and
Professor of Cultural Studies Communication &

Media, Middlesex University London, UK

Deep yet accessible, entertaining yet hugely
informative, this book explores sex and social
media in their startling complexity. It is
compulsory reading for parents, educators,
journalists, IT professionals and policymakers
alike.

Susanna Paasonen, Professor of Media Studies,
University of Turku, Finland
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